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PURPOSE: To increase an efficiency of an assembiying work, by providing a
reinforcing part composed of inner frame members and braces in a peripheral
frame and forming a jointing pan in the neighborhood of the junction of the
inner frame members and at the position departed from the jointed edge.

CONSTITUTION: An upper frame member 2 and a lower frame member 3 made
from channel steels are connected to form a rectangle with a vertical member
•i at the edges thereof to define a peripheral frame and to make a large frame
with :he length three times as long as the module M. And a frame M is pro-
vided with a reinforcing frame 7 composed of inner frame members 5 in parallel
with the peripheral frame A and diagonally connected braces 6. Moreover,
the jointed edges of the inner frame member 5 are provided in the upper and
lower frame members 2, 3 and conjunction pans 11, 12 are provided at the
departed position from the jointed edge and panel member 15 are placed on
both the front and rear faces to form a wall panel I. In this way. the
workability can be increased.
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Section 9. Concise Explanation off English Language Listed Information
Items (OPTIONAL)

NOTE: "Applicants may, if they wish, provide a concise explanation ofwhy English-language information is being
submitted and how it is understood to be relevant Concise explanations are helpful to the Office,

particularly where documents are lengthy and complex and applicant is aware of a section that is highly

relevant to patentability or where a large number of documents are submitted and applicant is aware
that one or more are highly relevant to patentability." Notice of April 20, 1992 (1 138 O.G. 37-47, 38).

The following items listed are being sent in connection with this invention for the first time:

USPN: 3,612,291; 4,366,659; 4,435,932; 4,441,289;

5,218,803; 5,657,606; 6,006,487; 6,018,917

Australia PN: 228,186 and Japanese PN: 3208936

Pending USPA Serial No. 08/670,500

Examiner has seen the references on sheets 2-10 of FORMS PTO/SB/08A and sheets of

PTO/SB/08B. Sheet 1 of PTO/SB/08A and sheet J_ ofPTO/SB/08B are new.

(Information Disclosure Statement—Section 9. Concise Explanation of English Language Listed Information

Items (OPTIONAL) [6-1]—page ^ of )



Section 10. Identification of Person(s) Making This Information

Disclosure Statement

The person making this statement is

(check each applicable item)

(a) the inventor(s) who signs below

SIGNATURE OF INVENTOR

(type name of inventor who is signing)

(b) an individual associated with the filing and prose-

cution of this application (37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c))

SIGNATURE OF INVENTOR

(type name of inventor who is signing)

(c) 21 the practitioner who signs below on the basis of

the information:

(check each applicable item)

supplied by the inventors).

supplied by an individual associated with the filing and prosecution

of this application. (37 C.F.R. § 1.56(c))

IS in the practitioner's file.

SIGNATURE OF PRACTITIONER

Reg. No.: 41694 Charles R. Cypher
(type or print name of practitioner)

Tel. No.: (510)832-4111
405 14th Street, Suite 1607

Customer No.: 498 P-O. Address

Oakland, CA 94612

(Information Disclosure Statement—Section 10. Identification of Person(s) Making This Infomration Disclosure

Statement [6-1]—page __Ul of
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Attached please find the translation ofLaid-open Patent H03-208936.

Comments are as follows:

1
.
"...the strength of a house..."

The Japanese uses a term that I would normally translate as "yield
strength" or "proof stress" depending on the context. I don't think
either fits well here. I elected to use the generic term "strength " The
terms is repeated several times throughout the patent.

2. "...to second floor beam D as large..."

I used the generic terms "column" and '"beam" throughout. Item D looksmore like a floor truss to me (in the drawings) but I remained faithful
to the Japanese.

3. "...whereM is a reference dimension ..."

The Japanese uses a phonetic rendition ofthe English word "module"
synonymously with the word "dimension." In some cases they use the

»
PTf™Tdf""d™™™" I do not understand this usage ofmodule and stuck with dimension. At any rate, I suppose "module" is

where the letter "M" came from.

4. fittings 12 move away from the middle
Here the Japanese uses the present tense of the same verb that I
otherwise translated as "removed" (meaning separated from or distanced
from). I dont know if this is simply sloppy writing (highly likely) or
if they actually mean to say that the fittings 12 move outward away from
reinforcing section 7.

5. at an intermediate position within framework 7?B or at a position
In the Japanese it looks like "framework 9" but I don't think there is
an item no. 9.

General comment: I generally try to match up the item numbers from the
figures in case someone is counting to make sure every thing is there
However, in some cases the difference in Japanese and English grammar
make this a difficult task. In a couple ofcases I did not include
repeated uses ofitem numbers that occured in the Japanese because it
would result in awkward English. Ifany questions arrise as a result do
not hesitate to call.

Best regards,

David

://C:\ProgramFUes\NeoPlanet\data\_TEMPE\headers.htm
4/18/00
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1 . Title ofthe Invention

Wall Panel .....

2. Claims

1 A wall panel wherein:

an outer frame, comprising long upper and lower members joined by vertical

members, is furnished with a framework having a reinforcing section comprising

parallel middle members connected to said upper and lower members and braces

connected diagonally between said middle members and

fittings for coupling with the structural body of a house are provided on said upper

and lower members at positions in the vicinity of where the ends of said middle

members are connected and at positions removed from said ends in directions away

from the reinforcing section.

3. Detailed Explanation ofthe Invention

[Industrial Field of Application]

The present invention relates to a wall panel that improves the strength ofa house and can

be used for both the upper and lower floors.

[Prior Art]

There are houses that are built using panel construction methods, wherein the walls, floors,

and roof are formed using panels. Among these houses are panel-built houses, wherein

panels are joined using fittings, and frame-built houses, wherein a structural body is built

using columns, beams, etc., and panels are mounted to the structural body.

In the case offrame-built houses, a steel outer frame a fitted with diagonal braces b to form

a so-called load-bearing panel C (shown in FIG, 4) has typically been used to increase the

durability and strength of the house. Additionally, compared to lower floor load-bearing

panel CI, upper floor load-bearing panel C2 has a smaller width and the rigidity levels of its

outer frame a and braces b are smaller, which reduces the rigidity of the panel. Thus lower

floor load-bearing panel CI and upper floor load-bearing panel C2 are not the same.

If, as illustrated in FIG. 5, load-bearing panel CI were used on both the upper and lower



floors and a lateral force P caused by wind, an earthquake, or the like, acted on the structure,

force P would be transmitted directly to second floor beam D as large vertical load F.

Therefore, the rigidity ofsecond floor beam D would have to be increased greatly in order to

enable it to withstand the load with less deformation. The result would be an over-sized

second floor beam D.

If, as illustrated in FIG. 6, load-bearing panel C2 were used on both the upper and lower

floors, the strength ofthe lower floor portion would be small and many load-bearing panels

C2 would need to be distributed on the lower floor, which is not economical.

[Problems the Invention Is to Solve]

As discussed earlier, load-bearing panels CI and C2, which have different rigidity levels

and dimensions, have been used on the lower and upper floors. The resulting increase in

types of load-bearing panel CI and C2 has complicated design, storage, and assembly

procedures.

Meanwhile, recent improvements in the field of shipping have made it possible to carry

wall panels with larger dimensions, and large-sized wall panels are beginning to be used to

improve such construction operations as materials transport and erection.

The present invention comprises a large framework and can be used on both the upper and

lower floors. The present invention is intended to provide a wall panel that can solve the

aforementioned problems and improve the efficiency ofthe erection process.

[Means of Solving the Problems]

The present invention is a wall panel wherein an outer frame, comprising long upper and

lower members joined by vertical members, is furnished with a framework having a

reinforcing section comprising parallel middle members connected to said upper and lower

members and braces connected diagonally between said middle members and fittings for

coupling with the structural body ofa house are provided on said upper and lower members

at positions in the vicinity of where the ends of said middle members are connected and at

positions removed from said-ends in directions away from the reinforcing section.

[Operation ofthe Invention]

The invention results in a framework comprising a large panel having a large outer frame

for which the long upper and lower members are joined by vertical members. Consequently,



the efficiency of shipping and erection work can be improved. Also, installation ofthe panels

can reinforce the structural body of a house because the outer frame is provided with a

reinforcing section comprising parallel middle members and braces. There are fittings

provided in the vicinity of the ends of the middle members and at positions removed from

said ends. Therefore, when used on the lower floor and affixed using the fittings in the

vicinity of said ends, forces from the second floor beam can be transmitted to the foundation

through the reinforcing section. When installed on the upper floor and coupled using the

fittings located at said removed positions, the portion of the frame between the ends of the

middle members and the fittings behaves as a spring and can deflect. This arrangement

reduces vertical forces acting on the second floor beam and roof beam, and the elastic

deformation of said portion absorbs energy, thus reducing damage to the house as well as the

second floor beam and roofbeam.

[Working Examples]

Below, a working example of the present invention is explained while referring to the

drawings.

In the drawings, rectangular outer frame A ofwall panel 1 is formed by joining both ends of

upper member 2 and lower member 3 with vertical members 4, 4. Said outer frame is

furnished with framework B, which is provided with reinforcing section 7 comprising

parallel middle members 5, 5 and diagonally arranged braces 6. Fittings 11, 11, 12, 12 are

provided on upper and lower members 2, 3 at positions in the vicinity of where the ends of

middle members 5, 5 are connected and at positions removed from said ends. The front and

back offramework B are provided with face members 14, 15.

Upper and lower members 2, 3, as well as vertical members 4, are made of steel and have a

U-shaped cross-section. The U-shaped side of each member is faced inward and the narrow

portions on both ends of vertical members 4 are fitted into opposing upper and lower

members 2, 3 and welded to form said outer frame A. Outer frame A is formed as a

large-sized frame with a length of, for example, 3M, where M is a reference dimension for a

house.

Middle members 5, 5 are also made ofU-shaped steel, similarly to the other members 2, 3,

4, and are arranged with the U-shaped side facing one another and with the narrow portions

on both ends inserted into upper and lower members 2, 3 and connected by welding. Thus,

middle members 5, 5 and the portion ofupper and lower members 2, 3 there between form a



rectangular frame. Reinforcing section 7 is formed by installing braces 6 within said

rectangular frame. Braces 6 are made ofU-shaped steel that can be fitted into the U-shaped

portion of the other members and, in this working example, are arranged in the shape of a

vertically oriented diamond with the U-shaped sides facing inward.

In this working example, middle members 5, 5 are separated by a distance of reference

dimension M and one member 5 is separated by a distance of 0.5M from one of opposing

vertical members 4. Also disposed between upper and lower members 2, 3 at intervals of

0.5M from the other vertical member 5 are joint member 17 and regular member 16, made of

U-shaped steel and wooden material, respectively. Additionally, face members 14, 15 are

provided on the front and back of vertical members 4, 4, middle members 5, 5, and joint

members 16, 17 with wooden lining members 19, which are relatively thin and long in the

vertical direction, disposed in-between.

Lining members 19 serve as thermal insulation between steel members 4, 5, 17 and prevent

the formation of dew on face members 14, 15. Upper and lower gaps between lining

members 19, 19 allow ventilation of the inside of wall panel 1 and enable the prevention of

dew formation.

In this working example, fittings 11,12 comprise reinforcing plates 21 welded to the top

face of upper member 2 and the bottom face of lower member 3 and threaded holes 22

opened into and passing through members 2, 3. Also, in this working example, fittings 1 1 are

formed so that threaded holes 22 are positioned at the ends ofmiddle members 5 and roughly

in the middle of the U-shaped portion of said members. Fittings 12 are formed so that the

respective threaded holes 22 are positioned at a distance of 0.25M from the treaded holes 22

of fittings 1 1 in directions removed from reinforcing section 7. The same kind of fittings 23,

24 are also provided on the top and bottom of vertical members 4, 4 and joint member 1 7.

As shown in FIG. 2, when wall panel 1 installed on the lower floor, fittings 1 1, 11 are used

to secure the lower end to foundation G and the upper end to second floor beam D. When the

wall panel is used on the upper floor, fittings 1 2, 1 2 are used to secure the lower end to second

floor beam D and the upper end to roofbeam E. Anchor bolts, bolts that pass through beams

D and E, or the like are used to secure the wall panel. Consequently, when a lateral force P

acts due to an earthquake or a strong wind, upper and lower members 2, 3 of the upper floor

wall panel 1 undergo elastic deformation between fittings 11, 12, as shown in FIG. 3. This

elastic deformation absorbs energy. Also, since fittings 12 move away from the middle of

reinforcing section 7, vertical forces F that are transmitted to second floor beam D and roof



beam E through fittings 12 are reduced. Meanwhile, lower member 3 ofthe lower floor wall

panel 1 undergoes elastic deformation between fittings 1 1, 1 1 in the vicinity ofreinforcement

section 7 and absorbs energy. At the same time, since fittings 11, 1 1 are provided at the ends

of middle members 5, they can withstand large loads and transmit the vertical components of

those loads to foundation G.

Thus, identical wall panels 1 , 1 can be used on both the upper and lower floors. By utilizing

the different positioning of fittings 11, 12, the forces that act on the upper and lower floors

can be efficiently absorbed and the vertical forces that act on the structural body of a house

can be reduced to a reasonable level, resulting in a stronger house.

The upper and lower members 2, 3 ofwall panel 1 can be designed to various lengths, such

as two or four times the reference length. Reinforcing section 7 can also be provided either at

an intermediate position within framework B or at a position closer to one or the other of

vertical members 4. Numerous other variations are also possible, such as using a vertical

piece that couples with the structural body ofthe house as fittings 11, 12.

[Effects of the Invention]

A wall panel in accordance with the present invention is a large panel having a large outer

frame and can therefore improve the efficiency ofshipping and erection work. The wall panel

can also serve to strengthen the structural body of a house because it is provided with a

reinforcing section comprising parallel middle members and braces. Fittings are located in

the vicinity of the ends of the middle members and at positions removed from said ends.

When the wall panel is used on the lower floor, it is secured by the fittings in the vicinity of

the ends of the middle members and, as a result, forces from the second floor beam can be

transmitted to the foundation through the reinforcing section. Meanwhile, when the wall

panel is used on the upper floor, it is secured by the fittings in said removed positions and the

portion between said ends and the fittings can undergo elastic deformation. As a result, the

vertical forces acting on the second floor beam and roof beam are reduced, energy is

absorbed by the elastic deformation, and damage to the second floor beam, roof beam, and

the house itself is reduced.

4. Brief Explanation of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a perspective view ofone working example ofthe present invention:

FIG. 2 is front view showing the mounting locations ofthe same working example;
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FIG. 3 is a front view showing the elastic deformation:

FIG. 4 is a front view showing the structure ofa conventional wall panel;

FIGS. 5 and 6 are front views illustrating the use of identical load-bearing panels on the

upper and lower floors.

2 upper member

3 lower member
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5 middle member

6 brace
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